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ABRAHAM LINCOLN:
Redeemer President.
By Allen C. Guelzo. Eerdmans. 516 pp.
$29

This rich and subtle study of Lincoln’s intel-
lectual life well deserves to have received the pres-
tigious Lincoln Prize; it is superb. Guelzo, a pro-
fessor of history and dean of the honors
program at Eastern College outside Phila-
delphia, argues that the 16th president was no
orthodox Christian and in some sense not even
a believer. Though he loved many passages in
the Bible and drew great comfort from them, his
bereavements, losses, and crushing disappoint-
ments had left him inwardly empty. It was next
to impossible for him to experience God as
Father (or even as Redeemer), given his own
tyrannical father. The one thing he knew for cer-
tain was the inscrutability of a harsh if somehow
just Judge, counseling the utmost humility and
forbearance.

Undergirding this belief was the terrifying
“doctrine of necessity” that Lincoln’s father
dunned into the sensitive youth—as did, it
sometimes seemed, Providence itself, through
frequent visitations of death and setback. In
Guelzo’s telling, this doctrine gave Lincoln
unparalleled strength, an iron fatalism that
enabled him to endure, and wait, and bear
intense suffering, until the outcome manifested
itself—as he knew it would, no matter his exer-
tions. Given his fatalism, he learned early to bear
inner pain with outward humor, warmth, and
wisdom, “with malice toward none.” At the
same time, by a kind of back door, the doctrine
gave him the keenest possible pleasures in
whatever liberty daily life afforded, and he
learned to love biblical texts such as those
instructing the laborer to labor while letting the
harvest rest in the hands of a wiser Providence.

One of my favorite passages considers
Lincoln’s lifelong dislike for Jefferson, or at least
for Jefferson’s agrarian fancies. Lincoln was
inured to 14 hours a day of farm labor under his
father with nary a penny to show for years of toil.
All well and good for the owner of a plantation
to praise honest farm labor; he knew little of it.
One day, young Abe was asked to row two men
out to a riverboat, and they flipped him two sil-
ver half-dollars for this brief exertion. “That
day,” Guelzo writes, Lincoln “met the cash
economy.” He became a capitalist for life, the
very progenitor of land ownership (a renewed
Homestead Act), of research and invention (the

Morrill Land Grant Act), of “the fuel of interest”
as the engine for economic betterment, and of
liberty over slavery. Lincoln not only freed the
slaves, he freed “white trash,” too—indentured
labor, quasi-serfs, slumbering rural oafs. His
“new birth of freedom” was simultaneously a
birth of industry, imagination, and discovery.

Without quibbling over the written record, I
find Lincoln a bit more of a Christian than
Guelzo does. Had Lincoln professed unmis-
takable Christian belief but failed, like so many
of us, to practice it, what sort of orthodoxy
would that be? If we do not find in him a clear
profession of faith, we do find its practice.
Shouldn’t that count for plenty?

—Michael Novak

LIFE IS A MIRACLE:
An Essay against Modern Superstition.
By Wendell Berry. Counterpoint. 153 pp.
$21

The “against” tract has a long and mostly
forgotten tradition in literature. The second-
century African church father Tertullian, for
example, came to prominence by writing Latin
polemics with such titles as “Against Marcion”
and “Against Hermogenes” in which he argued
for his vision of faith. This short book by Berry,
the naturalist and poet, might be called Against
Wilson, for all its pages take issue with E. O.
Wilson’s Consilience (1998). And Berry, too,
argues for a vision of faith—in his case, faith in
the primacy of life and the irreducible mystery
of why life is here.

Many critics have already taken on
Consilience for, among other faults, proposing
to “reconcile” science, religion, and art by let-
ting science prevail on all counts, and for pre-
senting Wilson’s ideas as bold iconoclasm
when most are conventional wisdom. In
Wilson’s defense, envy seems to have motivat-
ed some of the sniping—Consilience became a
surprise bestseller, while many books of similar
merit making similar points have sunk without
a trace. Wilson may be defended, too, for
championing the Enlightenment ideal of
objective knowledge, a goal commonly scorned
in today’s upper academia.

Going further than other critics, Berry devel-
ops a nuanced and thought-provoking critique
of Consilience and its rationality-rules world-
view. He really doesn’t like Wilson’s book,
though he speaks of it respectfully. (Wilson
can’t complain—reading Life Is a Miracle


